

Light Vehicle and 4WD Operations for Civil & Mining Training

These courses are designed to provide persons with training in the use of four-wheel-drive vehicles as a ground transport, legislation requires that drivers are proficient in safe 4WD operating techniques. The principles of 4WD operation are the same for all 4WD/6WD vehicles, regardless of what size or type. The driver is responsible for the safety of the vehicle, passengers, cargo and for ensuring road worthiness of the vehicle and its safe operation. These courses will include:

- Operate Light Vehicle
- 4x4 Driving
- Defensive Driving
- Load restraint

**Cost: Operate Light Vehicle**
$500.00 for full training (EET vehicle supplied)

**Cost: 4WD Operations**
$500.00 for full training (EET vehicle supplied)

**Training & Duration:**
The training is either a 1 - 2 day course where you will conduct both theory and practical training. The Theory will be based in the EET office in Ipswich, and the practical training will be conducted on a real pre-existing Mine Site at Willowbank. The training will be completed on an EET vehicle which will be supplied.

Start your Mining or Civil career today!
Contact Us Now:
07 3282 1351 or enquiry@eeat.com.au

In association with PhillJenn Training & Assessing RTO no 31816 and OHS RTO no 31092 Jenagar RTO no 31963